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Nextool Mini Flagship Multitool NE20050
Do you want to equip yourself with a pocket set of tools that will help you during everyday and more specialized activities? The Nextool
NE20050  is  just  for  you!  It  is  equipped  with  such  tools  as  pliers  and  screwdrivers  as  well  as  practical  accessories  like  bottle  and  can
openers.
 
Many possibilities
A Nextool multitool will give you access to many useful tools. The NE20050 model is equipped with, among others, 2 types of pliers and
screwdrivers, bottle and can openers or scissors (full list of tools in the specification). The product can successfully assist you both during
everyday activities and more specialized ones.
 
Compact design
The Nextool  NE20050 relies on a small,  compact  design.  Thanks to that  you can always have it  with you -  you can even fit  it  in  your
pocket!  In  the  set  you  will  also  find  a  special  ring,  allowing  you  to  attach  the  multitool  to  your  keys.  Opt  for  functionality  which
contributes to your comfort!
 
Manufacturer

Mobilemax - Gadgets and Accessories
Rua Vasco da Gama n61, 8005-411, Estoi - Faro, Portugal
(Continente)

Telefone: +351962484153
 (Chamada para rede móvel nacional)

Email: info@mobilemax.pt



Nextool
Model
NE20050
Number of tools
12
Available tools
Needle nose pliers / Gripper / Wire cutter (soft) /  Nail  file /  Knife / Bottle opener / Can opener / Flat screwdriver / Phillips screwdriver /
Keychain hole / Keychain ring / Scissors
Main material
30Cr13
Color
Silver/green
Dimensions (assembled product)
62 x 27 mm
Weight
78 g

Preço:

€ 23.51
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